Readmission of Former UT Dallas Students

Students who were previously enrolled at The University of Texas at Dallas, may return to the University by following the re-entry process through the Office of the Registrar if they meet the following criteria:

1. Left in good standing from The University of Texas at Dallas;
2. Left in good standing from all other former institutions attended; and
   - previously were undergraduate, degree-seeking students and now return as undergraduate, degree-seeking students or
   - previously were undergraduate, non-degree seeking students and now return as undergraduate, non-degree seeking students

Upon re-entry, students must meet the requirements of the catalog in effect for the term of re-entry and, if accepted, will be bound by that catalog. Upon re-entry, the student's tuition residency status will be re-determined in accordance with Texas law. Students who have attended another college or university since they last enrolled at UT Dallas must submit official transcripts of all such work to The University of Texas at Dallas, ROC 13, 800 West Campbell Road, Richardson, TX 75080-3021.

Students returning to the University following academic suspension, see "Scholastic Suspension" in the Academic Policies and Procedures section. ([catalog.utdallas.edu/2012/undergraduate/policies/disciplinary-actions#suspension](https://catalog.utdallas.edu/2012/undergraduate/policies/disciplinary-actions#suspension))